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Abstract

This study aimed at investigating the factors that influence the 

performance of mathematics among girls in high schools. Specifically study 

investigated the contribution of both the teachers and girls in the overall 

performance in Mathematics.

This study was conducted in Nairobi Province sampling female students 

enrolled in various commercial colleges in Nairobi.

Data were collected using a standard questionnaire. In addition, scheduled 

interviews were administered to key the informants. Data were analysed and

findings summarized in tables.

A total of 46 female students responded to the questionnaires. 10

, Hifforpnt schools were interviewed as key informants, 
mathematics teacher from diffe

In addition, informal discussions were held with 4 teachers from different school. 

The main findings of this study were that the number of female teachers ,n

mathematics was lower than that of men.

„  was a,so found .hat girls had a negative attitude towards mathematics

and termed their performance as fair.

The „ udy revealed the, the girls had some ditticuitv in comprehending

mathematical terms right from primary level.
nf the above named problems and others which the 

In light of some of the aoo
omd the implementation and effective teaching of 

researcher felt greatly hampere
nor came up with some recommendations on how 

mathematics, the research
This includes a great need and desiresome of the problems can be overcome. This
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to invite more mathematics oriented and professional women in mathematics to 

talk to girl students in secondary schools and show them that the subject is not 

hard and is not only meant for boys.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In Kenya like most parts of the world where schooling is not indigenous, 

traditional cultural expectations often conflict with the expected outcomes of formal 

education, which is an important asset to everybody, regardless of ones socio-

economic gender status.

Education is one of the most important agents for development and is an

_  -  nf rhanaes in human behaviour through knowledge important tool for empowerment of cnanges

■ , ;* onahips airls and boys to be informed about theiracquired. It is essential as it enables gins auu y

health, employment and welfare among other things.

Lack of education prevents young men and women from fulfilling their

potential and contributes to a sense of low esteem.

, ro tors negatively affect the girls' academic performance. 
The socio-cultural factors g

... „  ..|tLira| expectations, norms and traditional attitudes 
These include the prevailing cuitura p

that restrict female achievement, mobility and opportunity.

• pH attitudes towards the girl - child, influence how families' 
Culturally determined attitudes

,  tho pducation of girls as compared to the boys. A 
resources are allocated towards

. . first and better in mathematics because, a girl is
hoy will always be considered first

, jii ThjS has a direct bearing and influences the 
considered to be a "lesser - child .

Performance of the girl - child in mathematics.
. a ma|e dominated society in which they are 

Girls in Kenya grow up m a male
^oknpqs inferiority and inequality with men. 

constantly reminded of their relative w -
. . tn SDend on domestic tasks and other

The amount of time girls are required
thp time and energy they have to spend in school

Productive activities reduces
romance, and consequently their attainment.

hence affecting their attendance, pe
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School environment including teachers negative or stereotyped attitudes about the 

mathematics potential of female students as well as a few female teachers to act as 

role models has negatively affected female students performance in secondary

schools in Kenya.

The poor performance of these girls has been attributed to the poor

background they have in their primary schools.

The idea of poor performance in mathematics is critical, as most students who

leave school with poor performance in mathematics cannot compete effectively in

the job market with others who have performed well.

The views on this poor performance are many and valid. Some are centred 

on poor subject foundation, lack of interest on the part of the students and lack of 

textbooks etc. The aim of this research is to try and find out factors that negatively 

influence students' achievements in mathematics. The study is therefore centred on 

finding out some information about the problems and difficulties that are experienced

by girls while learning mathematics.

Education for all children is essential for sustained development because it

• Unnnfitc from both to the individuals and to their society. This brings socio-economic benefits rrom cum

, tn a number of college students in Nairobi Province. In the 
study will be confined to a numuei u

.I mc farina airls in their mathematics attainments and the 
context of this study, problems racing y

them were established, strategies to overcome tne
,i nnnr nerformance in mathematics by female students, is 

My interest in the poor penu

_rc tparhina experience as a mathematics teacher. During 
generated from my ten years teaching p

. ,,.,hpther airls interest in mathematics had anything to do 
this time I often wondered wneu a

„ i m n e e r n e d  about the girls lack of interest in pursuing 
with their past. As well, I was

University education in / Science department,



Mathematics is a very important subject in the 8:4:4 system of 

education, since it helps in imparting relevant skills for technological 

development or in the promotion of creative and critical abilities.

Up to secondary school level, mathematics is a compulsory subject 

and a vital requirement for most post secondary courses and other higher 

educational opportunities.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the problems and 

difficulties encountered by girls while learning mathematics and resulting to 

their poor performance. The study also sought to identify and distinguish the 

factors that affect the girl -  child’s performance in mathematics and focused 

on the educational related problems that they face at home, in school and in 

the community. The study will attempt to answer the following research

questions.

1 Is there a relationship between socio - economic factors and the low 

achievement in mathematics by the girl - child in secondary schools?

2 Is there a relationship between sex role ideology and the low 

achievement in mathematics by the girl child?

Is there a relationship between role models and low achievement in

mathematics by the girl - child?

,rp of school administration contribute to poor 
4 Does the nature

performance in mathematics?

1.1 ST A TEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

3



Education is a human right and an essential tool for achieving the goals 

of equality, development and peace. Equal access to and attainment of 

educational qualifications is necessary if people are to become agents of 

change and development.

Literacy is an important key to improving health, nutrition and education 

in families as well as a means to empowering both men and women to 

participate in decision-making in society. Investing in education has proven to 

be one of the best means of achieving sustainable development and 

economic growth that is both sustained and sustainable. More so 

mathematics is very important to girls because it gives them a wide range of 

choices for the job description and thus getting better paying jobs.

According to the forth world conference on women (1995) subject 

choices has stereotyped attitudes about what subjects are appropriate and 

proper for females and males. This leads to the channelling of girls and boys 

into specific and often limited field at study. Subject typing denies girls and

. _ ,A/iHp choice of fields as they are concentrated in artswomen access to a wiae on

. . Thus mathematics being compulsory, the girls end up
based subjects, mus

ri\/ qince it was not their choice, performing poorly since u wc

This makes women to get lowly/poorly paying jobs like secretaries, 

That has confined them in a miserable state, as they
teachers and nurses.

t economically viable/empowered. Thus limiting their otherwise 

thhi ition to the community in general.important contribution 10

1.2 JUSTIFICA TION OF PROBLEM
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this study will be to identify and determine factors 

that influence the poor performance in mathematics by female students in 

secondary schools. Specifically the study sought to.

1 find out socio-economic factors that influences low achievement in 

mathematics by the girl - child in secondary schools.

2 Investigate whether the sex-role ideology influences low achievement 

in mathematics by the girl - child in secondary schools.

3 determine ifthe number of role models influence the low achievement in 

mathematics by the girl -child in secondary schools.

4 investigate whether the nature of school administration contribute to 

poor performance in mathematics by the girl -  child in secondary

schools

1.4 STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS

In trying to answer the questions posed in the research, the following 

null hypotheses will be tested.

The socio-economic factors influences the low achievement in

mathematics by the girl-child in secondary schools.

, ia^ninnv influences the low achievement in mathematics
2 The sex role laeuiuyy

by girl - child in secondary school.

f rnip models influences the low achievement in
3 The number of role

mathematics by the girl - child.

hnnl administration contributes to low achievement in
4 The nature of scno

• hu the oirl -  Child in secondary schools, mathematics by the gm
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1 -5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:

The study met with a number of constraints which affected both its 

comprehensiveness ancf depth.

•  Time factor was a constraint. This made the sample size to be small 

where there was the random sampling.

•  Finance was also another constraint as the researcher had to cater for 

practically all the financial needs and demands, but this was catered for by 

taking an emergency loan to cater for those financial needs

•  Time was also a constrain since the study was done alongside a very tight 

schedule of full time work but this was catered for by taking some days off 

duty during the study.

L 6  OPERATfONAL DEFINITIONS.

Exam ination performance - refers to various grades that school children 

score in a number of tests, which they take in the course of their learning 

Community - refers to general public.

Household - refers to people living under the same roof and/or eating from 

the same kitchen.

Early Marriage -  The giving out of a female aged under 18 years for 

matrimony usually after circumcision

Culture - Set of norms attributes, beliefs, and customs etc, accepted by a 

community that guides its day to day activities.

6



Chapter Two 

Literature Review

2.0 Introduction

A lot of written materials exists and tries to analyse why students 

continue to perform poorly in mathematics. Research into this area is of 

major concern as many scholars and researchers have realised the

importance of the subject not only in schools but also in everyday life.

Many scholars have enlisted the view that a poor performance or a 

failed grade in mathematics renders one to be a passive consumer of the new

technology.
The researcher knows that there are a number of factors that could

easily contribute to poor performance in mathematics by girls. But this view is

n the r0|e of the textbook, role of teachers, teaching aids, school

rnlp of discipline among students’, negative attitude 
administration, the roie

and socio-cultural factors, towards mathematics ana suo

i)

ii) 

ill)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

, r haQ rpviewed literature on the following broad themes:- This chapter has revicv

Role of the textbook
Role of adequate teachers in mathematics

Role of teaching aids
tritiides towards mathematics learning in schools 

Teachers attituae*

Gir,s negative attitudes towards mathematics

Role of school administration

Role of discipline among girls.

Role of socio-cultural factors

7



Textbooks are useful for further reading, for preparing lesson plans, 

diagrams, illustrations, exercises and even for instructions to be given to 

students. Textbooks have a very significant contribution to the teaching 

learning process in school. The textbooks are useful to the students for their

further practice.

Due to lack of textbooks, learning of the subject is hampered in a great 

way since it's supposed to act as a surrogate teacher and provider of 

supplementary reading. The textbook being proper, the student has to play 

his / her part by adopting "good" reading habits, and this makes the student 

self dependent in acquiring knowledge and skills. (Newton; 1984)

2.1 Role of the Textbooks

Role of the Adequate Teachers in Mathematics

„ , lor.  chortaae of qualified mathematics teachers in most "There is a severe snu.i a

. ■ u'onva (UNESCO source book 1970) secondary schools in Kenya (UNt

I noted that there was high turnover of teachers from this

s u b J ' a T  to other well PW W  * * »  ° ' »  Th“ sh ,te
h the Ministry of Education have realised this problem and

government throug
of service for teachers teaching mathematics, the

have improved the terms 

problem still persists.
. toarhers in this subject could hamper the efforts of 

Lack of sufficient teachers
,. C,]biect in our schools. Lack of teachers who 2 

proper teaching of the J
ing process could also defeat the Government'

facilitators of teaching ®
a an industrialised self-country by the year 2020. 

policy of making Kenya

are 

s
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Teaching and learning is not restricted to one mode of sense. 

Teaching aids thus pIsy a vital role in teaching mathematics.

Writing on this issue Jensen (1985) commented that the visual charts 

are suitable for illustrating certain mathematical concepts, which help children 

to develop visual perceptual skills, which will be used to identify and recognise 

shapes and colours. Jensen continued to say that audio visual teaching aids 

form an integral part of learning and as the saying goes "a real thing is far 

better than a mere description of the thing" (Jensen, 1985). Therefore 

teaching materials should be developed to improve the self-image, lives and 

work opportunities of girls, particularly in areas where women are under 

represented, that is mathematics, science and technology.

2.3 Role of Teaching Aids

Teachers Attitudes Towards Mathematics

According to Mutungi (1984) a teacher's positive attitude has been

iric in their class and hence promote positive attitude 
shown to attract more girls m
in girls towards the subjects they are teaching.

,h„  hand is influenced and shaped by teachers' 
Girls' attitude on the other

hoc a teacher can promote desirable attitudes.characteristics and approaches. A tea

^ a,a/c iqq9 teachers in their professional or personal 
According to FAVVE 1S»».

, A nnt heinq bright as boys, not working hard as boys 
life, view girls in schoo a

.. school in general after a few years. This creates 
and seem to loose interest

in mathematics, where girls not only appear to
an even greater p

, „ =t,idv at all. Thus only a small number of girls optperform poorly but very few study

h>ot at secondary level, let alone university.
to this subject at se

9



Some teachers have negative or stereotyped attitudes about 

mathematics potential of female students and there are too few female 

teachers to act as role models and counsellors for girls. Teachers should not 

give girls an impression that mathematics is a difficult subject only fit for the

gifted few.

2.5 Girls Negative Attitudes Towards Mathematics

Mutungi (1984) defines an attitude as a mental and neural state of 

readiness, organised through experience exerting a directive or dynamic 

influence upon the individuals response to all subjects and situations with

which it is related.

From this definition it is therefore very clear that an attitude of a student

. „■*, in Iparnina in that it determines direction and action of plays an important role in learning,

influence.
If girls' attitude is negative or positive then this will adversely affect the 

Most girls in most schools have negative attitudes
learning of the subjec .

, -.^hematics and this affects their performance in the 
towards the learning of mathem

subject.

2.6
Role o f School Administration

Schooi « * * * " * "  S“ m “  “  ’  r" ’ ,a0 “
• ation of schools which consistently perform well

ophjpvement. Olos
nhools With sound and efficient leadership.

rpveals that these are s
1999, an efficiently managed school

According to ■
. .-uoro anrl students. In this

According to
w  both teachers and students. In this

ie  right environmen

can provide

case unless
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teachers respect girls and support them they will not perform wel, in 

mathematics. This is because they will need a lot of help from the teachers 

as they do their practice. There should be a single -  sex classes for 

mathematics and sciences, which have been found to be a successful 

strategy by FAWE in improving mathematics performance by the girl students.

A head teacher carries considerable responsibility and authority within 

the Kenyan education system where he/she plays the supervisory and 

leadership role both of which involve decision-making.

The administrative climate under this decision-maker suppresses the 

ambitions and professional growth of teachers where a teacher's freedom of 

expression is curtailed and results in the teachers being reserved in issues 

where his contribution would have been vital for the good of the school

An effective head teacher knows how to co-operate with his teachers 

where he co-ordinates their efforts to bring about a proper school atmosphere

conducive to learning. These teachers should be the ones to recommend in 

consultations, perhaps with their heads of department on textbooks, and other 

teaching materials for the learners.

Writing on this issues Mbit/' (1974) says that it is important because a 

curriculum design has practical meaning when a school has the required 

support materials which are in form of textbooks, exercise books, manila

papers, chalks, audio visual aids and other teaching materials.

The supply of such support materials is under the head teacher’s

jurisdiction of financial management. Mbiti continues to say that such 

supplies must be supplied in good time, in adequate quantities, and in the 

appropriate form for the syllabus needs so as to benefit learners.



2.7 Role of Discipline Among Girls

Discipline problems are a major cause of teachers' ineffectiveness and 

many teachers' who leave the teaching profession do so because they are

unable to maintain a disciplined classroom environment.

Mathematics requires attention, concentration and the girls' 

involvement in each lesson. This can only be achieved in a disciplined 

classroom. Extremely noisy, unstructured and undisciplined classrooms are

not good or conducive to good and proper learning.

Schielfelbein and Simmons (1981) have shown in their review of

research on determinants of school achievements that there is a high

t. nMt t0 C|ass academic work and achievement. In 
correlation between the o

this if the girls are not disciplined, then the out - of - class academic work is

never taken up and thus cannot be effective. Due to this neither the pupils

nor the teachers take their 

Discipline of gir ls 's

homework seriously.

therefore a crucial factor in determining effective

learning in mathematics.

2.8
. i cultural Factors

Role ofS ocia  - Women Educationists (FAWE, 1996)
According to Forum for Afnc

environment as well as socio-economic and socio-
H classroom

soh001 an , academic performance. These include
rs qreatly affect tne y

cultural facto traditional attitudes that restrict female
lturai exps^tstio

the prevailing cu ( Qf {jme gir|S are required to spread on
t Likewise the

achievement. ^  ^  energy they have to spend in school

domestic tasks red
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thus affecting their performance. Since mathematics requires a lot of practice, 

which they do not do, they then end up performing so poorly. In most cases 

boys study as girls work which is a negative attitude about the value of girls

education.

FAWE has shown that poor health or under nourishment can lower a 

ones ability to study. Research findings suggest that there are gender 

disparities in the nutrition and health status in favour of boys thus having a 

negative impact on girls' performance, and achievement in school.

Chege (1983) in his research on the education for Maasai girls found

out that availability of school is not the major factor of measuring educational

. fhot thP ability to use the existing facilities is equally opportunities but that the auu y
.. io :n him depends on the socio economic background 

important. However this in turn aepe

of the girls.
a that educational background and occupation of parents 

Chege found that eauoo
family members are important factors that

as well as that of the eldest
,. „  and performance rates of girls in school. In someinfluence both participation and pe

te financial ability but their negative attitudes
instances parents have a

,hom from meeting the education costs which maytowards education deters the
. enr0|ment of children in education. For instance

then have a great impa „ .
' “Traditional attitudes towards women in Tanzania

Mbilingi’s (1970) pap |d rather educate boys than girls if they
. *ugt most parent

has highlig e utilization of scarce resources of educational

were asked to Pri nerceived education of boys as having
,n this case the parents pe

purposes, in omparison to girls education. In this case the

higher returns to the farTl y

13



parents do not encourage the girls in their performance thus they end up 

performing poorly.

14



Chapter three 

Methodology

3.1

3.0 Introduction.

The study is based on a case study of commercial colleges in Nairobi 

Province. The girls who were randomly selected from these colleges 

formed the sample for the study. Teachers from different schools in the 

province formed the teachers' sample. The researcher also conducted

interview schedules with 4 teachers.

Research site and Sampling procedure

nHucted in Nairobi Province. It targeted girls m vanous 

The study was co through the secondary examination.

commercial colleges w h ^  unders tand those factors that influences
This enabled the resear schools

P in mathematics in secondary schools.

their performanc ^  coneges in Nairobi constitute the universe.

Post-secondary comme ^  trajning in secretarial, sales and

i tho art based coney
With only the a @ from where respondents were selected.

marketing constituting t were randomly selected. They self-

.1 sarnpl®^
Girls attending tn f (he supervision of the researcher.

administered the quesfonna different schools within Nairobi

. n mathemat|CS
Teachers teaching iewed as key informants where heads of

ipd and intorv
Province were samp' a|so co.opted into the study by

m a,hema«cs « a « ™ ntS
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3.2 Research Instruments.

Most of the da,a were collected using a standaid questionnaire (appendix 

„  som e o, me questions were dosed ended while the res, were open

ended to allow demils b , respondents and tudhe, probing Addition,,

Obtained by interviewing key informants using interview 
data were obtaineu uy

schedule (appendix 2).

For the teachers and heads .1 departments era, interview, were more 

appropriate. Their views were written in a notebooks.

3.3 Data Collection and Analys

jven about 45 minutes to respond to the questions 
were 9|Vei

The responden by the reSearcher. The researcher

and after which they were c ^  ^  ^  about 25

also administered some o 

minutes.

, cH and results presented in form of 
a were analysed ana

The Data collected teachers responses to the various

to show 9irls a
frequency tables, orally.

■ in questionnaires
questions raised

and quantitative methods were used.

in analysing data both qU8" "  >(y for w  resnarcb.r to b .  able to

tinn W^s
Qualitative explana

16



interpret the inner feelings of the respondents. After analysing the data 

the researcher had evidence which assisted in establishing various factors 

in connection with the research problem. The findings and conclusions 

are presented thematically based on study objectives.

17



Chapter Four 

Study findings

4.0 Introduction

This chapter deals with report of the data analysis and fadings of the

study in relation to the ma|or researoh questions. A total of 63

questionnaires were adnrinisl.red I .  girl, hut on,, 46 o, then, are analysed

as the other 17 were either incomplete or were ne.er returned hy the

a , For the teachers and heads ot departments oral interviews 
respondents. For tn .

. . I|t from 10 teachers and their views written in a note book, 
were carried out Troi

Background ^  ^  wsre selected from 3

The sample consis e proVjnCe 52.4% of these girls were born

commercial colleges 

between 1973 and 15

thers were housewives"a,me[ whi'e

32  (70% ) of the 9 irls 1110
t professions.

were working in M eren were represented as having had
. j p8 girls (60.9 /o)

O f the sample collected 2 *  > (feoW  ,h,  other siblings 18  (39 1%) of

fees problems, which w *  ^  w  were fanm.rs while

Ihese girls came from ^  botn ,„e parenls were in formal

4 (8 7%) were W»> ^  famili.s  where the mother was ,

employment. 6 în ,„nnal .m PW "“ *

housewife/farme' and 1119



otinn ? nirls (4 3%) got an A* 18 (39^°/o) had a During their primary education 2 girls ( W  y

_ U-|Q c /-in 91 had D. None of the girls had an E in 
B, 21(49 .7%) had C, while 5 (10.9) naa u.

. .. at the end of primary education. In their secondanr
Mathematics at the eriu

orfnrmance in mathematics was not reflected 
education the primary p . . .

u . 0 nrade D who were 22 (47.8) girls, 11
because majority of the girls had a g 3„ , had

h H r  8 (17 4) had E, 3 (6.5%) had fail 9 and 2 (4.3 /c) had

(23.9%) girls had C, o { 

credit 6.

, « tha, girls gad sighted «  — »
Some of tire factor ^  ^  porformarce .0 their seconds,,

drop in mathematics fr towards the subject
native attitude tnai mcy

performance was the ^  ^  the mentality that the subject

and less concentration m the

is hard. in provincial girls boarding schools. 8

16 (34.8%) of these Q« 6 (13%) in private Girls
. * r ir ls  boarding

,17.4% , were in girls hoarding schools, 2 (4.3%) rn

hoarding schools. e(13« - ^ on0eac„ o ( ,ho r . m - g s „ 7 ,5%,

. :r|c boarding sch° ° ’ dayi mixed boarding,
harambe 9,r,s ,ina private mix

.. daV, Harambe
Harambee 9'rls , a;rls boarding-

4 boarding Natior19 g'r
district mixed b

19



Distribution of the mathematics teachers by sex is presented in table 

4.2 below

Table 4.2: Categorization of Teachers by sex

I Sex Teachers Percentage %

Females j3 ~ 30%

I Males 7 70%

i Total 10 100%

There were an unequal number of male and female teachers teaching 

mathem atics in the selected sample. Close to 3A (70%) of the sampled 

teachers were male while the remaining (30 /o) were females.

Distribution of mathematics teachers by overall teaching experience 

>s presented in Table 4.3
~r~ , . .. „  Teachers by overall teaching experienceTable 4.3: categorization of leacnei* y

, or^hprs in the profession where those 
, (oth/P,v young teachers

Mathem atics ha re years cluster there were 2
, vearswas10% .

who had less than 3 j

20



, . fo rw  For 5 - 1 0  years cluster were 3 (30%) and
that is an equivalent of 2 0 /o. hor o S'

orp 4 (40%) It seems from this analysis that there was 
over 10 years were 4 (

stability in the subject.

• ,  ...s h .iV  v is *  on ho« n,.tn.mo«oo is p.rtorm.d in
Distribution of teacher

in 4.4. below.
secondary schools is presen performance in secondary

Table 4.4: Teachers v,ews on mat

21



Distribution of teachers' views on whether girl. have negative o,

positive attitude towards mathematics is presented in table 4.6 below

• a that girls in secondary school had 
nf the opinion tha g

6 (60% ) teachers were of the opinion that
thematics. w u/0'

negative attitude towards ^hematics I teacher (10%) had a

girls had positive attitude towa ^  t not a|| girls have positive or

where she felt
mixed opinion on the sam 

negative attitude towards mathemalics*



&

D is tr ib u tio n  o f  te a c h e rs ’ views on the Readiness and willingness of 

th e  s c h o o l ’s  ad m in is tra tio n  to help in mathematics in haying books

is p re s e n te d  in tab le  4.6 below.

> • * nn school administration’s readiness
Table 4.6: teachers’ views on

willingness to help in mathematics.

Teacher’s views

Readiness to help

Not ready to help

Any other view

Total

. ,he te,chers 6 «*»>  “  ,he
lis table indicates that most and ready t0 buy

oittvavs willing to neip
hool administration was alw ^  ^  the sch0ol

3 (30%) of them
a,hematics 

ministration was not
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D is tr ib u tio n  o f te a ch ers ’ views on topics which girls find 

h a rd /d if f ic u lt  to  tack le  in m athem atics is presented in table 4.7 below.

Table 4.7: Teachers views on topics that girls find difficult to tack

'Percentage %
Topic No. of teachers

_____ _____
100

Vectors 10

Three

dimensions

8
80

~80~
Linear

programming

8

I t T

Navigation 4
20

Bearing 2
20

Mixtures 2 _____

tnnir: for girls in
. thot the most

a c e rs  10(100%) by tnree — ion

.matics was vectors. I‘ * aS ^  g (g0%) of the teachers.

linear p ro g ra m -9  » « n „ „ ich « as 40%. —

, w e re m e n . ^ « - , 2 0 )

;ion was 

rtures
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in ta b le  4 .8  be lo w .
, • c on the influence of syllabus coverage in

Table 4.8: Teachers views on

mathematics performance.

Distribution of teacher's «i.ws on whether syllabus so w a g e  or non-

coverage influences girls' achievement in Mathematics is presented

25



D is tr ib u tio n  o f  g ir ls ' v iew  on how tiro, r , .e  their performance in

mathematics is presented in table 4.10 below
hnw they rate their performance in 

Table 4.10: Girls views on how Y

27



D is tr ib u tio n  o f  g ir ls ’ v iew  on w hether they believe that mathematics 

s u b je c t  is a p re s tig e  field meant only for the boys is presented in 

ta b le  4.11 b e lo w .

Table 4.11; Girls’ views on believe that mathematics subject is a 

Prestigious field meant for boys only



D is tr ib u tio n  o f  g ir ls ’ v iew  on w hether the teachers have helped them 

to im p ro v e  in m a th e m a tic s  is presented in table 4.12 below.

T^ble 4.12: G irls ’ views on whether the teachers have helped them

,mProve the subject.

29



Ihem or 2 , 7% rep,led in toe n e g * e  whiie 4 gir„  (8.7%)did

,0 the question Parents are toerefere aware o, the t o -  W —  °
, trv ond them improve in

mathematics and thus are greatly concerne 

the same.

n w hether disciplinary problems might 

D is tr ib u tio n  o f  g ir ls ’ v iew s o nresented in table
mathematics is p

have affected their performan

4 ’ l4 b e lo w  , .icciolinary ProblemS 'n
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b.

c.

S u m m a ry  o f  th e  Findings

a.

w asiew . This could affect girls’ performance in ^
, that mathematics was pc y

nf the view that
Most teachers were

perfo rm ed in schools. +ho secondary schools

. , * * „  slewed n e g a te In «  SM
M athem atics  was ag

native view about i •
w he re  m ost girls had a ne administration was

H that the scnoui
Majority of the teachers reporte gnd also assisting m

. tn help in buying 
willing and ready

othfimatics and
staffing problems. p0orly in m

Teachers reported that 9«& p ^ towards the sub]

Most girls viewed t e  ^  ^  ^

Most girls were .f they Put in
- iiH impr°ve '

mathematics cou meant
t a prestigioUS

and effort. ticS is not
. . .  mathem a

To most of the 9 1 i^athem3*'05 an

only for the boys- difficult1 p subject wen

nrted th a t ‘ he ^  prform a n ^ in t
Teachers repo js pe

effected 9'
hin way atr ^ r P rogwhich m a big , ,jnearp

d im ensi°nS an 
vectors, three dim
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion

5.0 Introduction
This chant

e r d iscusses the findings of the study and compares the results
With othe

r Published findings. From the findings the researcher draws
som e q

° n clus ions and  subsequently makes some recommendations at
the Qnd.
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5-2
C° n c 'u s ;  o n s

° n M e  

arr'ved  a t
'h is study, a number of general conclusions can be

* Th,

1here
be r o f female teachers teaching mathematics needs to be

ased
or equated to that of men in the secondary schools so that

M a them a tics  i.

60%
ls not taken as difficult subject or meant only for men. 

o f the teachers felt that the girls had a negative attitude towards

M athem atics.
• S r

lgh tlY ,Tlore than ha lf o f the girls (54.3% were at the view that their 

a °h e rs  have helped them very much to improve in mathematics.

^ ° Stof the girls 42 (91.3%) were at the view that the disciplinary 

Pr° b 'em s cou ld  not have affected their performance in mathematics.
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^commendations Hkcussed above,

ln view of the fin d in g s  o f this study and the general conclusi
^ worthy

researcher th in ks  the  following recommen ^ rofessional women to

~ ^ re  is need to invite  more mathematic mathematics is not
chow them that m

al^ to g irls  in secondary  schools a

tough and not only meant for men. ^  meeting with SLJhJ

The schoo l adm in is tra tion  needs to ha wjth the vieW t0

ms faced °y
teachers and girls to find out the Pr0

Solvin9 them. subject the fi* 1pt0  V
3. T . to 9ive h the girls the

e schoo l adm in is tra tion  also nee a|so sh°w
j ipachorc

9ettln9 good trained and comrmte  

"T,p° rtance o f the  subject.

rch.
Su9gestions for further Rese3

As ° n ly  a fe w  o f the  many

fteao»"« 

me e " .seam"

conc êrn e " .the )nem"tics'

-  -  W  • * *  * -  ^

ir" °  the  o th e r fac to rs  that 0 ^ V^  #<ata ^

, h0W „e s . <° ■" - a e s ^ '
resea rch  into h

tics

lea rn ing  and assin1'

resea rch  into
areas. w

of ^  vls h a *  P

bact

fo u n d a tio n s  in m ^ efn
atics-
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sea rch  into how the new technology in computers can effectively 

e n hance  the learning of mathematics in secondary schools. 

Inve s tig a te  on how the most difficult topics in mathematics and 

w ^ 'c h  in a big way affected gids performance in the subject, can be 

s 'm P lified for effective learning.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Put a tick on any choice that in
Give information where required. All inrormdu a

confidence.

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

W hen were you born? ...................

W ha, are ,o u r parents/ occupations? M  «o.he,..................... <»> ........

How m a n , sibtings (BrotP.rs/Si.taHl «  ^ ...............
u ,prP school going siblings? Post secondary.....................

How many of them wer
... Primary.............................

............................................................ u| ,  Yes .........No.....................
Were you ever affected by fees problem. -

„ th,o ,n «  siblings affected b, the same?

If yes for the above, wer

No...
.......................... .............  . mathematics in you primary school?
W hich grade did you get m mathem ^  ^  p + D

B+ B

D- E

B- C+
A A-

Others (spec ify )..........  ? ........................................

Which factors influenced your pet?on1ianc J ....................................

..........................................................
Which grade d id ,on seo"»- _ c- D . D D- E

A A- B+ B B- C+ C

Others (Specify)................" your p e n - -
erformance in this level?

W hich factors would y °u

--------------------- --------------------------- nacKgrounet affect your secondary

_______________

?■ Did your p r im a l sC y es..••••"_ eXp|ain *1° w-
performance? apove is ^
If the answer to th 38



8. W hat factors do you think were responsible for your improvement/decline 
in performance in your secondary school year s 
course?...........................................

10.

11

12.

, r iu - tnanhprq who tauqht you in mathematics in:- W hat was the gender of the teachers wno iauy y

Form 1 (a) Male..........

Form 2 (a) Male...........

Form 3 (a) Male............

Form 4 (a) Male............

If your answers in the above ar

Y es .............................

.....(b) Female...................

(b) Female..................

.....(b) Female...................

(b) Female..................

the same gender, was it the same teacher?

No...

If yes for the above, how did this
is influence your performance?.

Did your teachers try to 

If yes for the above, explain-

help you improve in the
subject? Yes........No.

female ma
thematic teachers did you have in

W hat was the ratio your school?
relation to male teachers Y...................

How did this influence y °ur p

erformance ?̂ ...

.........................  and classes requla
jinn  lessons ar affected yopur

W ere you attending g which might

had disciPlinary No................ .........................................Have you ever ^ ............ .....  ..................... .....................................

learning Proce®®,(fi expla'n ........ .........................
If yes for the above e p ................

39



13. How do you think the fact that more men| ha" ^  ° ° CUPy
■ e la ted careers/positions such as engineering ana

accountancy influenced your performance in mathematics.
mathem atics

14.
, affp rted vour performance in mathematics? 

Do you think your gender .....................
Y es ................................... ................................

If your answer for the above is yes, exp

15 W hat personal initiative did you a 

subject?

student take to improve in the

16. Do you personally believe that 
m eant only for boys •

mathematic subject is a prestigious field

Give reasons
for your answer.......

17. W hat do you think about......
domestic based. .....

potion
that the girls/women 's career are

18. How did y ° ur Par®f|hernatics r
perform ance in ^

0r the community

itv around you influence your

40



19. W hat do you think about the general stereotype that girls do not have to 
perform well in mathematics and science in general in relation to your

performance?

20. W hat was the type of your school?

a) Private Secondary School
b) Harambee secondary schoo

c) District secondary school
d) Provincial secondary scho
e) National secondary schoo

W hich category was it?

a) Girls boarding
b) Girls day
c) Mixed boarding
d) Mixed day

Did this have any influence 

If yes explain how...........

in your performance? Yes No

21

22.

23,

How did the s
chool administration

influence your performance?

, nr)ssible ways 
suggest P°SSI

of improving
mathematics performance in

Can you 
secondary schoo s •

.......... .......  iee that needs to be done

girls improve pen



24. W hat role should the school administration play in improving mathematics 

performance?

25.
n nrade score in the Kenya 

W hat was your mean gra
examination?

A A- B+ B B 

Others (specify).....................

C+ C

Certificate of Secondary 

C- D+ D D- E

42



APENDEX 2 -  Interview quide for teachers

Background information

° Sex o f the teacher 
Q Number o f years of service
How would you rate the performance in mathematics by gill child in 
Secondary School?

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

What in your opinion has contributed to this poor performance?

What kind o f attitude do girls in secondary schools have towards 
mathematics?

un girls find difficult in mathematics? What topics in your opinion, ao 0
t~>v o /->r nnn-coverage influence the gillsHoes the syllabus coverage oi no
performance in mathematics?
Do you have administrative problems which, might affect the good 
Performance o f  mathematics in seconda.)

S & ti, IF  AF®'-
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